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la finanza regia lusitana, e sono questi ultimi l’oggetto principale della riflessione.
Partendo dalla considerazione dell’élite mercantile milanese nel XVI secolo e del
suo inserimento nella finanza imperiale, il libro si sofferma poi sulle strutture
finanziarie in cui i monopoli regi poggiavano sulla Carreira da Índia e, successivamente, sui networks sociali ed economici in cui alcune ditte lombarde, come
i Litta, da Medina del Campo si spostarono a Lisbona. È adesso che compare
Giovanni Battista Rovellasca, il più importante fra questi esponenti di un’alta
finanza mercantile su scala globale, che si stabilì definitivamente a Lisbona. Da
Lisbona, poi, una rete mercantile univa Lisbona a Venezia e a Livorno-Firenze,
integrando il Mediterraneo in un movimento di denaro e di merci non privo di
forti oscillazioni, dovute al continuo stato di guerra con l’Inghilterra e all’enorme
consistenza dell’impegno finanziario.
Condotto sulla base di un’accuratissima ricerca negli archivi di Lisbona, il
libro si avvale della più recente storiografia, utilizzando i metodi della network
analysis e cultural crossings, collocando il livello micro dell’analisi nel contesto
macro della problematica, con una bibliografia ricca e aggiornata. Non sempre
di lettura immediata, per la densità dei riferimenti concettuali e della contestualizzazione istituzionale, costituisce un contributo scientifico di grande originalità.
Patrizia Mainoni

The Early Modern Hispanic World: Transnational and Interdisciplinary Approaches, edited by Kimberly Lynn and Erin K. Rowe, New York, Cambridge
University Press, 2017, pp. 392.
In this valuable volume, Lynn (Western Washington University) and Rowe
(Johns Hopkins University) offer a «state of the field» analysis of early modern
Spanish studies. Book’s purpose is twofold: first, it demonstrates how recent
scholarship is reshaping our understanding of early modern Spain as a dynamic
polity; it also highlights Iberia as a key locus for important trends in historical
scholarship, such as studies of empire, borderlands, religious diversity, and comparative, trans-local, trans-regional, and interdisciplinary history. The introduction
by Lynn and Rowe contains a wealth of references to both classic and more recent
works that explore Spanish history within these contexts. Dedicated to Richard
L. Kagan (emeritus, Johns Hopkins University), the patriarch of early modern
Spanish history in the United States, the book contains essays by sixteen leading
scholars of the early modern Hispanic world.
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The preface by Geoffrey Parker, Richard L. Kagan, an Appreciation, offers
more than the title suggests. Through a synopsis of Kagan’s many contributions
to the field, Parker offers the reader a snapshot of major developments in the
study of early modern Spanish history over the last fifty years. The conclusion by
Sir John Elliott offers a broad overview of the field’s transformation, emphasizing
how key changes coincided with significant cultural and political developments
in the twentieth century. He closes by noting the relative absence of political
history among the essays and by challenging current historians to integrate their
new findings with «the best of the old».
Moving onto Part I (City and Society), Ida Altman examines the relatively
neglected subject of Spanish Caribbean towns, c. 1492-1550. The author argues
that although some Caribbean settlements experienced sharp population declines,
several remained important sites, in part due to their strategic economic locations
as well as the familial connections forged between Spanish settlers and indigenous inhabitants. Returning to Iberia, James Amelang explores how English and
Spanish writers composed textual «walking tours» of their cities. Drawing on an
impressive command of English literary studies, the historian Amelang suggests
that these writers used both classical as well as contemporary, vernacular sources,
demonstrating a complex form of writing that intertwined both high and low
culture. Finally, Erin Rowe offers an essay that intertwines history, literature, and
iconography, investigating two religious festivals from the early reign of Philip
IV. Those who planned these events placed depictions of the saints together with
that of the king. These festivals, Rowe argues, served as vehicles for the king to
consolidate a vision of a sacred monarchy.
Part II (Religion, Race, and Community) begins with Sara Nalle’s chapter on
the evolution of the converso community in Sigüenza between 1492 and 1570,
drawing upon her quantitative research using SPSS (Statistical Program for the
Social Sciences). Rather than think about Spain’s converso minority as one group,
Nalle shows that inquisitors differentiated between those who converted long
before 1492 and those who converted in 1492. Mercedes García Arenal and
Felipe Pereda tackle another religious minority in a historiographical essay on
alumbradismo. The topic has puzzled many historians, resulting in a range of
arguments regarding the alumbrados’ origins. The authors offer some clarity by
exploring the scholarly lineage of the topic, highlighting how the alumbrados
might (or might not) have connected with conversos, moriscos and others beyond
the Spanish kingdoms. Benjamin Ehlers’ chapter, The Spanish Encounter with
Islam, examines the tenure of Don Pedro Luis Galcerán de Borja as governor of
two Spanish presidios in North Africa: Orán and Mazalquivir. Far from embarking on a long-term crusade against Islam, Galcerán – Ehlers argues – spent his
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energies on providing protection and supplies for the impoverished presidios, on
ransoming Christian captives, and on intermittent raids against moros de guerra
(Muslims of war). Like Ehlers and Altman, Allyson Poska examines one of the
less-studied «borderlands» of the Spanish territories, studying a late eighteenthcentury migration to Patagonia and rural Río de la Plata. Poska explains a fascinating shift, in which poor peasants from northern Spain, many times described
as “slaves” themselves, became slave-owners in a multi-racial society.
Opening Part III (Law and Letters) is María Portuondo’s On Early Modern
Science in Spain. After surveying recent scholarship in the history of science and
how it has contributed to understanding the «scientific enterprise» in Spain, Portuondo offers an overview of early modern Spanish science, arguing that Spaniards
confronted the same questions as scientific scholars elsewhere in Europe. They
differed, however, in their continuing commitment to a natural philosophy that
placed scientific knowledge within the relatively limited space allowed to empirical
knowledge. Next, Kimberly Lynn’s essay emphasizes the diverse ways that Spanish
inquisitors thought about and used different modes of communication. While
historians are now acquainted with the gap between the inquisition edicts and
actual enforcement, Lynn argues that the writings of Spanish inquisitors themselves suggest the contested nature of inquisition power. As Lynn accentuates the
many voices within the Inquisition, Katie Harris similarly examines competing
claims regarding how to write sacred history. While the Sardinian Dionisio Bonfant sought to proclaim the validity of his city’s relics and its ancient Christian
past, the German Lucas Holstenius – among others – offered a sharp critique
of Bonfant’s methods. Far from writing off Bonfant, Harris attempts to understand the social logic of his text and provide insight into differing standards and
priorities in writing sacred history. Shifting from the history of religious ideas to
the political, Xavier Gil studies how seventeenth-century Spanish writers engaged
the ideas of Giovanni Botero (Della ragion di stato, 1589). Gil demonstrates that
Botero’s work achieved remarkable longevity in Spain: after its 1593 translation
into Spanish, it continued to offer compelling theories for political reformers well
into the mid-seventeenth century.
In Part IV (Performance and Place), the art historian Fernando Marías analyzes
a woodcut image («The Light-Shy Owl», c. 1540), described in the inquisition
trial of Esteban Jamete (1557-58). Marías broadens our understanding of the
range of iconography that inquisitors found objectionable, including images that
may not have been intended as Lutheran propaganda. Next, Elizabeth Wright
examines Lope de Vega’s The Holy League, a comedy centered on the Battle of
Lepanto. Wright explores why the playwright, who aspired to become a salaried
royal chronicler, offered a comic treatment of the epic Spanish battle. The play,
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she argues, evinces the playwright’s conviction that comedies could both inform
the audience of important news and entertain playgoers. In volume’s final essay,
Staging Feminity in Early Modern Spain, Marta Vicente examines how theatre
served an imagined sense of cultural unity for the eighteenth-century empire.
While Spanish ilustrados sought to craft a unique Spanish identity, separate from
French influence, the celebrity status and «excessive femininity» of women performers invited the audience to rethink what it meant to be Spanish.
Readers should note that the volume says relatively little about Latin America
(two of the fourteen essays). Nonetheless, the book succeeds in capturing the
richness and diversity of early modern Spanish studies at present. It will serve
seasoned experts, and it will provide an excellent introduction to the field for
graduate students, exposing them to the wide range of methods at work in early
modern Spanish studies.
Daniel I. Wasserman-Soler

Maximilien Lamarque, Journal et Lettres inédits (1789-1830). La voie de
la légende. Édition établie et présentée par Gonzague Espinosa-Dassonneville,
Bordeaux, Memoring éditions, 2018, pp. 648
Le nom du général Lamarque nous reste encore familier pour ses funérailles sanglantes de juin 1832, moment qu’avaient choisi les sociétés républicaines
(dont le défunt ne se réclamait pas) pour fomenter une insurrection dans l’espoir
d’abattre la Monarchie de Juillet. La postérité de cet épisode et de son nom doit
beaucoup au succès littéraire des Misérables de Victor Hugo. L’amateur d’histoire
militaire du Premier Empire retiendra lui la prise de Capri (1808) aux Anglais
du colonel Hudson Lowe, connu plus tard pour son rôle de geôlier de Napoléon
à Sainte-Hélène.
Sa vie mouvementée et sa carrière ont épousé la plupart des conflits et convulsions que la France a connu pendant cette riche période qui embrasse la
Révolution et la Monarchie de Juillet. Son parcours a été exemplaire: volontaire
aux armées à l’heure de la patrie en danger, officier supérieur puis général au
cours des années suivantes, il sert avec un sens consommé de l’efficacité sur tous
les terrains, du lointain Royaume de Naples jusqu’à l’Espagne. Officier français
au service des Napoléonides (Joseph Bonaparte, Joachim Murat), il s’accommode plus ou moins bien des théâtres éloignés auquel il est cantonné: il n’est de
guerre qui ne soit déshonorante pour lui si celle-ci est utile aux intérêts de son

